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Welcome to the Seventeenth Edition ERA Agro-Forestry
(ERA-AF) Newsletter “HAMETIN”.
Welcome to HAMETIN, a monthly bulletin of the
ERA-AF project, funded by the European Union (EU)
and implemented by the ILO as a component of the
Partnership Support for Agro-Forestry (PSAF) Ai ba
Futuru. This edition will continue to update you on
efforts being made to improve access to markets
through rural road construction, capacity building of
institutions and contractors with the resulting impact
on improved roads, decent employment, improved
livelihoods, skills development and community
empowerment. The aim of this is to inform you on
how ERA Agro-forestry project is being implemented
together with the people and for the people, its
impact and other relating aspects. ERA Agro-forestry
project welcomes your feedback on these aspects.
Hoping you enjoy this issue of HAMETIN....

Enhancing Rural Areas AgroForestry (ERA-AF) Project
Activities in October 2021
01. EU and Government
Partnership Links Rural
Agroforestry Communities to
Development
For the Uacala community where people were
used to walking a distance of 8 km to access public
transport, and where children who could not
cross the river to attend school during the rainy
season, the building of a road and bridge providing
all weather access is a lifeline and pathway for
development.

There were thus great festivities, smiling faces and
gratitude in the air when the Defawasi – Uacala road
and other roads within Baguia were inaugurated on
Wednesday 27 October in Uacala, Baguia. The same
week also involved inauguration of the scenic Larigutu
– Builale road which also links to the famous Mundo
Perdido mountain together with other roads built by the
project in Viqueque on Friday 29 October 2021 in Builale,
Viqueque. The roads were inaugurated by the Minister of
Public Works, H.E. Arq. Salvador Eugenio Soares Dos Reis
Pires together with H. E. Ambassador of the European
Union to Timor-Leste, Andrew Jacobs.
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He expressed pleasure at the EU being a part of the
change, and for the government to maintain the roads
built for sustainable development and change for the
people of Timor-Leste. The Ambassador also lauded the
synergies between the roads project and the PSAF AbF
project that seeks to improve agro-forestry production.

The Minister of Works. H. E. Arq. Salvador Eugénio
Soares Dos Resi Pires acknowledged the longstanding and fruitful partnership between
government and the EU He also outlined that the
government will continue to seek the development of
its people and was committed to maintain the roads
through the flagship programme for Rural Roads,
Roads for Development (R4D). Commendations
were made to the contractors who built the road
with pledges to use the competent ones in future
infrastructure delivery.
European Union Ambassador to Timor-Leste, H.E.
Andrew Jacobs lauded the partnership between
the EU with the Government of Timor-Leste aimed
at facilitating development of the people of TimorLeste by creating access and market linkages to
agro-forestry communities to improve agroforestry
production, provide better livelihoods and reduce
poverty while providing green economic recovery by
addressing climate change.

Through the ERA Agro-Forestry Project implemented
by ILO and funded by EU, it is expected about 95 kms
of roads providing linkages within agro-forestry rural
communities in Baucau, Viqueque, Manatuto and
Lautem Municipalities will be built. About 88 of the
almost 95 kms have so far been completed in the 4
municipalities. The roads have not only provided access
and market linkages, but have also realized other
benefits including job creation to 4,303 beneficiaries,
of which 1,007 are women and which realized 221,074
worker days of employment. There are already
visible benefits including improved access which is
supporting agro-forestry and access to social services
such as school, health and other basic needs. With the
increased access and mobility, transport costs which
were high at one time have been reduced owing to
more public transport. There have also been increased
economic activities with a new market opening along
the roadside and several kiosks, businesses and houses.
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02. Joint Contractor Tracer Study Findings
The ERA-AF & R4D-SP Joint Contractor Study Report was released following extensive survey and consultations with
stakeholders. The findings and recommendations are quite interesting and will be presented in a two-part series,
beginning with the Findings as shown below:

Findings of Joint Contractor Tracer Study 2021
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Human Interest

“Thanks to ERA-AF Project, we have a new Market
established in Digamasi”
Mr. Lino Tani Amaral is 52-years-old and a father of 9
children (7 daughters and 2 sons). Lino is Xefe Aldeia (Village
Chief) in Suco Makadique, Post Administrative of Uatulari,
Viqueque Muicipality.
His aldeia area of Nunteri-Digamasi-Bubulita had been
isolated with limited accessibility or transportation means.
This situation had remained so since colonial times and
there had always been the clamour by the local community
for accessibility to public services. The situation had been
very challenging to the local community as they could not
transport produce to the market. In addition, there were
difficulties in accessing other public services such as health centers, schools etc.
Mr. Lino Tani Amaral who refers to himself as the voice for the
voiceless remarks. “We have been here, in this area since our
ancestor’s era until this time, 2020. Our situation has not changed.
We still face the same challenges that our ancestors encountered
before. We could not access public services because of no public
transportation. Public transportation challenge was attributed
to the poor condition of road. This had a negative impact on the
community livelihood. We had to walk for about 20 kms to reach
the market. We do have our produce and animals to be sold to the
market, but unfortunately the walking distance is far, and it was
difficult to us to deliver our products to the market or even to buy
things in the market for our daily needs. Now, we are witnessing some changes in our area. The roads are now in good
condition and it is facilitating local community to have access to the public services easily because we do have access to
public transportation. Our produce can now reach the market and we can also buy family needs. More so, vendors from
outside our village are able to come to buy our produce and animals because the roads are now accessible by public
transportation such as Dump Truck or Mini truck (Angguna)”.
He also proudly notes that, following swift movement of
public transport within the aldeia, it inspired him to establish
a community market in the area. The idea was accepted by
the local authorities and community of Digamasi, Nunteri
and Bubulita. As a result, they were able to establish a
market which operates on Wednesdays and Sundays. The
market has been a success, attracting the local community
and many vendors from Baucau and Quelicai As a result of
the market, the local community started to form groups to
cultivate vegetables, and fish with the multiplier effect of
economic development reflecting in the building of several
houses along the road.
Lino is grateful for the roads rehabilitated by ERA-AF project which are financed by the European Union. He said they
are happy that the project did prioritize their village, owing to the agroforestry potential. He also says that because of
this, they are now seeing improved livelihoods in their village. He also thanked the Government of Timor Leste that
collaborated with the development partners.

This publication was produced with the financial support of the European Union.
Its contents are the sole responsibility of the ILO and do not necessarily reflect the views of the European Union.
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